Summer Checklist for Healthy Trees!
 Check for problems!

If you see any of these warning signs on your trees, call Giroud:
 Signs of insects on leaves and branches
 Excessive deadwood
 Yellowing or discolored leaves
 Peeling or discolored bark/Sticky residue
 Lack of new growth or dwarf leaves
 Leaves with abnormal spots
 Late to leaf out or only some sections of
 Twigs or branches dying back
the tree leaf out
 Mushrooms growing from roots or trunk

 Get an inspection.


Have your Giroud ISA Certified Arborist check your trees for cracks, hidden deadwood and
unsafe root conditions...they’re prime candidates for storm damage and disease.

 Prevent storm damage


Regularly pruned and maintained trees are least likely to sustain damage in a storm.
Thinning the crown reduces wind resistance and top-heavy limbs.

 Let the sun in!



Elevate branches away from your pool, driveway and walks.
Clear branches away from the roof or sides of your house to prevent storm damage, mold,
mildew and roof rot.

 Tick and Mosquito season is upon us!


Protect your family and pets from these pests and the diseases they carry. Get Giroud’s
Organic Mosquito and Tick Control Program that’s safe for children, pets and pollinators.
Also, have Giroud clean-up overgrown areas and prune for more light on shady tick
habitats.

 Save your Ash trees!


Emerald Ash Borer is 100% fatal to Ash Trees. All Giroud customers are in the high risk
zone. These complex treatments require precise dosage calculation, setup and
monitoring. Giroud’s PA Certified Techinicans are specially trained to apply Emerald
Ash Borer treatments.

 Give your landscape a well groomed appearance


Remove deadwood and prune your overgrown trees and shrubs. Additionally, improve your view
or enhance a landscape focal point with selective pruning.

 Help Sick Trees Get Healthy!


Are your trees showing one or more of the warning signs listed above? The problem may be in
the soil. Your Giroud Arborist can test the soil, evaluate the roots and if needed develop a
customized treatment program to nurture your tree back to health.

Call Giroud for a free consultation today! 215-682-7704

